
Understanding EPA Phase II

Engineered Best Management Practices
for Storm Water Management



What is NPDES?
As part of the Clean Water Act, the
EPA developed the National Pollution
Discharge Elimination System to
improve water quality by regulating
point sources that discharge pollu-
tants into waters of the United States.
Most storm water drainage systems
are considered to be point sources.

Phase I
Initiated in 1972, Phase I of NPDES
covered storm sewer systems (MS4s)
in medium and large cities or jurisdic-
tional entities serving populations of
more than 100,000. Also covered by
Phase I were construction activities
disturbing more than five acres, and
11 categories of industrial activities.

Phase II
Phase II requires MS4s with a popu-
lation of 10,000 or more and con-
struction activities disturbing more
than one acre to:

• Create municipal storm sewer
maps

• Develop a municipal storm water
program (MSWP):
• Institute community-specific Best

Management Practices (BMPs).
• Reduce the discharge of pollu-

tants.
• Protect and improve existing

water quality.
• Set measurable goals for tracking

success.

• Define timeframe for implemen-
tation.

• Employ responsible, accountable
people.

• Submit annual reports to the EPA
governing agency

• Address the following six mini-
mum functional areas:
• Public education and outreach.

Program must teach the public
about the impacts of storm water
discharge.

• Public participation and involve-
ment. Community should be given
the opportunity to actually partici-
pate in the development and
implementation of storm water
program.

• Elicit discharge detection and
elimination. Municipalities must

develop a plan to eliminate dis-
charges into storm sewers from
sources besides storm water.

• Pollution prevention and good
housekeeping. The EPA requires
municipalities to create a program
to prevent or limit pollutants in
storm water runoffs.

• Construction site runoff control.
Governing bodies must employ
measures to prevent or reduce
pollutants associated with con-
struction activities from entering
the storm water system, as well
as a plan for curbing erosion from
job sites.

• Post-construction runoff control.
Municipalities must mandate a
program to control pollutants from
new and redeveloped projects.

The impact of Phase II

This hydrograph
shows the effects of
development on a
watershed. Changing
land use greatly
increases the quanti-
ty of storm water
runoff, and can
adversely affect
storm water quality.
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Helping you through Phase II

Phase Two
Communities must

apply for permit

2003 2005
3

Phase II
Final Rule

1999

Deadline to Issue
Permits for MS4s &
construction activity

2002

Implement

The strict water quality requirements
of NPDES Phase II have engineers
across the country working hard to
design compliant storm water man-
agement systems. The search is on
for high-efficiency, low-maintenance
methods that will work for new as
well as existing drainage networks.

Predictably, there now seems to be
an endless number of companies
promoting a wide range of devices
that promise to improve storm water
quality. Some of these qualify as Best
Management Practices (BMPs), and
some do not. Precious few of these
companies can offer an engineered
system of proven components that

work together to provide total Phase II
compliance.

Engineered systems
One such company is Advanced
Drainage Systems. For more than 35
years, ADS has been the world’s
leading supplier of corrugated high
density polyethylene pipe, fittings and
structures for storm water drainage.

The company has been out front in
developing innovative products and
system designs for the collection,
transfer, retention, detention, and pro-
cessing of municipal storm water and
industrial runoff. ADS engineers
have worked actively with AASHTO,

ASTM, industry groups and govern-
ment agencies to create system stan-
dards and performance specifica-
tions.

ADS has created a body of knowl-
edge which is available to the engi-
neering community in a series of
technical notes and papers. In partic-
ular, several interactive design tools
on CD are available from ADS:
design and installation of
retention/detention systems, water
quality units, and site development for
schools, commercial and residential
projects.

Proven system components
To meet the demands of Phase II,
ADS has augmented its line of 4”
through 60” water-tight and soil-tight
pipe and fittings with a broad selec-
tion of water quality devices, all of
which qualify as BMPs.

These products can work together as
a system for new drainage projects,
or as individual components to retrofit
older installed drainage networks. No
single set of products will work for all
storm drainage applications. The
designer’s challenge is to consider all
local variables: soil types, climate,
annual precipitation, topography, pol-
lutant/debris sources, etc. The engi-
neers at ADS have helped to design
compliant drainage systems in all
parts of the U.S., and are ready to
assist specifiers in their search for an
efficient and cost-effective water qual-
ity solution.ADS designs and manufactures the

treatment train products required
for a complete storm water
management system.
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StormTech™ Chambers for Retention/Detention

Continuing construction of buildings,
shopping centers, parking lots and
roadways has reduced the amount of
open land that can absorb rainfall,
thus intensifying the storm water
runoff problem. The strict require-
ments of Phase II now force thou-
sands of properties to evaluate vari-
ous runoff control systems that quali-
fy as a BMP.

StormTech underground chambers
can function as storm water deten-
tion, retention, “first flush” storage
systems, or a combination of these.
They can be installed in commercial,
municipal, industrial and residential
projects. They are engineered to
exceed AASHTO’s LRFD recom-
mended design factors for Earth
Loads and HS-20 live loads.

The chambers convey water laterally
through their sidewall openings, as
well as through the angular stone
foundation and backfill, to maintain a
constant elevation in a bed. They
allow for the storage of large storm
water volumes at minimum depths.

The durable, chemical-resistant
polypropylene chambers are offered
in two sizes: (1) the SC-740 chamber
provides a minimum of 2.2 ft3/ft2 of
storage, and (2) the SC-310 low pro-
file unit allows 1.3 ft3/ft2 minimum of
storage. Chambers can be cut at 6.5”
intervals, providing excellent design
flexibility for nearly all sites. They can
be centralized or decentralized, con-
figured into beds or trenches of vary-
ing sizes and shapes, and installed
easily around utilities or other
obstructions. Two people can safely
and efficiently form rows of chambers
without complicated connectors, spe-
cial tools or heavy equipment.

Molded end caps are provided to
seal each end of a row against back-
fill intrusion. The caps have molded
cutouts to accept inlet piping up to
24” in diameter (SC-740), or up to
12” (SC-310).

Nominal Chamber Specifications

SC-740 SC-310

Size: (W x H x Installed L, in): 51.0 x 30.0 x 85.4  34.0 x 16.0 x 85.4

Chamber Storage: 45.0 ft3 14.7 ft3

Min. Installed Storage: 74.9 ft3 31.0 ft3

Weight: 74.0 lbs. 37.0 lbs.
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StormTech™ Isolator Row

The Isolator Row is a patent-pending
structure that acts as an extended
subsurface detention basin, allowing
water to exit through its surrounding
filter fabric while sediment is trapped
within. The Row inexpensively
enhances TSS removal, and can be
equipped with inspection ports for
fast and easy maintenance and
cleaning.

The geotextile covering prevents the
migration of fines out of the row while
maintaining adequate hydraulic flows.
Several geotextiles can be specified
for use with the Isolator Row,
depending on soil and site conditions.
A list of suitable geotextiles is avail-
able from ADS.

A manhole with an overflow weir
should be installed at the upstream
end of the Isolator Row. The manhole
is connected to the Isolator Row with
a short length of 12” through 18”
N-12® pipe set near the bottom of the
StormTech SC-740 end cap.

An alternate inlet system for a
StormTech chamber bed combines
the benefits of the Isolator Row with
a classic manifold. This type of inlet
system provides additional capacity
by diverting overflow into subsequent
chamber rows. This system may be
preferred when handling more
intense design storms.

* The “eccentric header system”
consists of a large diameter manifold
pipe with an invert positioned lower
than those of the smaller inlet pipes
to the storage vessels. The large
header pipe thus acts as a sump into
which suspended particles may
settle.

ADS WATER QUALITY UNIT

STORMTECH
ISOLATOR ROW

MANHOLE WITH
OVERFLOW WEIR

ECCENTRIC HEADER

STORMTECH CHAMBERS

OPTIONAL RISER
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N-12® Pipe for Retention/Detention

In addition to chambers, another pop-
ular choice for storm water runoff
control is to store the water under-
ground in large diameter pipe net-
works. These can be either retention
systems which allow the water to be
absorbed by the surrounding soil, or
detention systems which release the
stored water through outlet pipes to
receiving streams, sewers or ditches.
These systems preserve valuable
surface land, require little mainte-
nance, and do not disturb the aes-
thetics of the development.

A typical retention/detention system
uses multiple runs of large diameter
pipe connected at one or both ends
to a manifold. ADS supplies corrugat-
ed HDPE pipe with integral water
tight joints in diameters up through
60”, as well as a complete selection
of standard and custom-fabricated fit-
tings and manifolds to complete the
system.

In addition, ADS has produced a
comprehensive CD-ROM presenta-
tion that outlines preferred engineer-
ing practices in determining the size
of the system, flow rates and capaci-
ty requirements. The Storm Water
Retention/Detention Design Tool
presents data on watershed defini-
tion, rainfall frequency, duration and
intensity, runoff coefficients, peak
flow rates, and drainage pattern lay-
outs. Examples of actual installed
systems are also included. The CD is
available from any ADS representa-
tive.

Typical Installation Detail

Typical System Configuration
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Water Quality Units

During a storm event, two pollutants
of major concern are sediments and
hydrocarbons discharged into the
sewer system. ADS Water Quality
Units are designed to be placed at
any point in the drainage line, and
help to remove a high percentage of
these pollutants. These HDPE struc-
tures have excellent resistance to
abrasion and to chemicals found in
storm water and the surrounding soil.

Proven removal efficiency
A number of laboratory and field tests
have been conducted on ADS Water
Quality Units, and all show similar
excellent results.

• Sediment removal field tests.
Installed units in Davidson County,
Tennessee were tested by an inde-
pendent laboratory by analyzing inlet
and outlet samples during rain
events. The results showed a sus-
pended solids removal  range of 80%
to 98% with a mean efficiency of
91.4%.

• Sediment removal lab tests. A
research laboratory in Massachusetts
injected silica sands into the inlet of a
48” diameter Water Quality Unit, and
compared the inlet and outlet particle
concentrations at flow volumes rang-
ing from 2.0 cfs to 1.0 cfs. Respec-
tive removal efficiency values
ranged from 81.9% to 90.3%.

• Oil capture lab test. The Massa-
chusetts laboratory was also commis-
sioned to test a unit for oil removal.
Ten liters of soybean oil were injected
into the inlet, and measured again at
the outlet under varying water flow
rates. Removal efficiencies ranged
from 95% at 0.5 cfs to 57% at 2.0 cfs
for a mean value of 79.8%.

Complete test reports are available
from ADS.

ADS Water Quality Units are light-
weight HDPE structures which install
easily with a minimum of manpower.
Heavy cranes are not necessary. The
bypass system prevents re-suspen-
sion of captured solids by diverting
water flows greater than the first
flush.

The unit has two 24” diameter
access and inspection ports, one
each for the sediment and oil cham-
bers. Clean-out by vacuum pumping
of accumulated sediment (above) is
easily performed through the ports,
and should be done at least once a
year based on the contaminant loads
found during inspection.

Simple Schematic Showing Sediment and Hydrocarbon Removal

ACCESS
RISERS

OIL
CHAMBERSEDIMENT

CHAMBER
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Water Quality Unit Design Principles

Product  Diameter Length  Inlet Size  Outlet Size  Flow Rate  Sediment Vol. Oil Volume Sieve
Number  (inches) (feet)  (inches) (inches) (cfs) (cubic feet) (cubic feet) Size

3620WQA 36 20 10 8 1.5 22.97 8.66 140
3640WQA 36 40 10 10 3.2 48.49 18.28 140
3620WQB 36 20 10 6 0.7 22.97 8.66 200
3640WQB 36 40 10 8 1.6 48.49 18.28 200

4220WQA 42 20 12 8 1.73 85.5 42.08 140
4240WQA 42 40 12 12 3.66 162.87 88.77 140
4220WQB 42 20 12 6 0.86 85.5 42.05 200
4240WQB 42 40 12 8 1.83 162.87 88.77 200

4820WQA 48 20 12 8 2.26 116.24 58.42 140
4840WQA 48 40 12 12` 4.78 245.2 123.22 140
4820WQB 48 20 12 6 1.13 116.24 58.42 200
4840WQB 48 40 12 10 2.39 245.2 123.22 200

6020WQA 60 20 15 10 2.95 182.08 97.17 140
6040WQA 60 40 15 15 6.23 384.44 205.15 140
6020WQB 60 20 15 8 1.47 182.08 97.17 200
6040WQB 60 40 15 10 3.12 384.44 205.15 200

Standard Models

Standards for storm water quality will
necessarily vary by location and land
use. The most targeted sources of
runoff pollution are paved areas in
urban and industrial sites. These are
generally small (< 1 acre), with high
traffic loads, such as parking lots and
gas stations, that generate significant
concentrations of contaminant parti-
cles and hydrocarbons.

Because of land constraints, ADS
underground Water Quality Units
have become an increasingly efficient
solution for treating storm water.
Available in 36” through 60” diame-
ters, ADS Water Quality Units are
modified sections of N-12® pipe with
weir plates at certain locations and
heights to remove high percentages
of sediment and oils from the first
flush of a storm event. They can be
installed at any point in the subsur-
face drainage system, and are ideally
suited to treat “hot spots” in existing
storm water lines.

The unit is designed using the funda-
mental principles of Stoke’s Law and
a standard orifice outlet control. The
settling velocity of a particle is calcu-
lated based on the smallest particle
to be removed (standard units offer a
choice of 140 or 200 sieve size). The
outlet orifice is sized to release a typ-
ical first flush discharge, and to redi-
rect any excess flow to a bypass pip-
ing system that prevents re-suspen-
sion of captured particles.

Design variations
The standard models listed below will
provide efficient removal of pollutant
particles and hydrocarbons for the
majority of site conditions. For
unusual conditions, ADS can recom-
mend a system combining a variety
of sizes and configurations.

Setting the Water Quality Unit and the
inlet tee fitting

Bedding and backfilling the unit in 12” lifts

Backfill over the Water Quality Unit and
installation of bypass line complete
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Water Quality Unit Installation

CAD/PDF drawings can be accessed from www.ads-pipe.com.

Installation of Water Quality Units fol-
lows the same accepted practices as
for the installation of large diameter
flexible pipe. Specific installation

instructions, along with details on
specifying the proper size of a Water
Quality Unit, are contained in ADS
Product Note 3.140 and the HDPE

Water Quality Unit Specification,
each of which can be downloaded
from the ADS Web site at
www.ads-pipe.com.

1. Trench and Bedding
Preparation for Unit

2. Placing Unit and
Initial Backfill

3. Connecting the Bypass
(Outlet Bend)

4. Connecting the Bypass
(Inlet End)

5. Backfill Around the Unit
and Bypass

6. Final Cover and Riser
Extensions



Storm Pure™ Catch Basin Insert

Storm water treatment is especially
important in locations with higher pol-
lutant concentrations, such as road-
ways, parking lots, and maintenance
and loading areas. Catch basin
inserts are increasingly being select-
ed for these applications because of
their adaptability to existing drainage
systems, fast installation, high flow
volume, relatively low cost, and pollu-
tant removal performance.

STORM-PURE™

The Nyloplast Division of Advanced
Drainage Systems has developed a
catch basin insert that provides all of
the above benefits, and is particularly
efficient at removing pollutants. The
Storm-Pure catch basin insert is a
two-stage unit that will fit into 24”
nominal diameter catch basins (addi-
tional sizes to be developed as
demand dictates).

The upper section consists of a per-
forated metal catch basket covered
by a geotextile filter bag. This assem-
bly captures sediment and debris
while allowing filtered water to pass
freely down through the center cone.

The lower stage contains a patented
Micelx® filter insert that attracts and
holds tiny particles of hydrocarbons
and oil-bound pollutants. The special-
ly treated adsorbent material instantly
bonds contaminant particles, result-
ing in an amazing 95.0% removal
rate of total petroleum hydrocarbons.

Both stages are housed in a corro-
sion-resistant high density polyethyl-
ene body with overflow slots at the
top to act as a bypass in unusually
high flow conditions. The complete
assembly will pass 230 gpm without
bypassing the flow.

The Storm-Pure catch basin insert
fits readily into standard 24” Nyloplast
catch basins (including curb inlets
and road and highway basins), pro-
viding a highly engineered solution
for treating storm water.

Cleaning and Maintenance
(Personnel should wear protective
gear on hands and proper eye pro-
tection. See Storm Pure brochure
#10527 for complete instructions.)

Monthly, or following 6” of accu-
mulated rainfall:
1. Remove the geotextile filter bag
from the catch basket.
2. Dispose of sediment and debris,
washing the bag if material is dried or
caked.

3. If bag cannot be cleaned, or if any
tears or holes are discovered, replace
the bag.

Every 6 months, or after oil/fuel or
other hazmat spill event:
1. Remove Micelx adsorption bag
from lower chamber, and dispose of
in accordance with local procedures.
2. Replace with a fresh Micelx bag,
available from ADS.

Overflow Slots

Filter Bag Retainer

Geotextile Filter Bag

Sediment/Debris
Catch Basket

Bulk Micelx
Filter Insert

HDPE Body

Storm-Pure™

Catch Basin Insert
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The Storm-Pure water quality basin
stands apart from competitive units in
its ability to remove suspended
solids, hydrocarbons and other pollu-
tants. In a laboratory test, polluted
storm water was processed through
the unit, and samples of the influent

and effluent were analyzed by Energy
Laboratories Inc. to determine
removal efficiency.

The results are shown in the table
below, which also includes the pub-
lished analysis of similar tests con-

ducted at the University of Arkansas
on four competitive catch basin
inserts. As can be seen, the Storm-
Pure basin has more than double
the pollutant removal efficiency
than any of the competing brands.

Pollution Removal Performance

Analyzed Storm-Pure Basin Competitive Catch Basin Inserts
Components Influent  Effluent  Removal Removal Rate

Rate A B C D

Total Suspended Solids 295 mg/L  9 mg/L 96.95% 45% 10% 40% 21%

Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons 320 mg/L  16 mg/L 95.00% 16% 18% 18%  16%
(at 150 gpm flow rate)

Zinc 0.45 mg/L  0.06 mg/L 86.67% NA NA NA NA

Oxygen Demand, Biochemical (BOD)  250 mg/L  26 mg/L 89.60% NA NA NA NA

Oxygen Demand, Chemical (COD)  650 mg/L  130 mg/L 80.00% NA NA NA NA

Nitrogen, Total 54.4 mg/L  17.7 mg/L 67.46% NA NA NA NA

Phosphorus, Total as P 28.9 mg/L  7.39 mg/L 74.43% NA NA NA NA

Sediment and Debris –  – 98.00% NA NA NA NA

Storm-Pure Specifications

Max. Flow Rate of Filter
(at 0 ft. of head weir flow) 230 gpm  (0.51 cfs)

Max. Flow Rate of Bypass
(at 0.5 ft. of head orifice flow) 1189 gpm  (2.65 cfs)

Max. Flow Rate of Filter & Bypass
(at 0.5 ft. of head orifice flow) 1419 gpm  (3.16 cfs)

Primary Filter (Upper Section)
Sediment/Debris Storage Capacity  1.42 cu ft  (170 lbs)

Sediment/Debris Particle Size
Captured by Primary Filter >0.033 in (838 micron)

Sediment/Debris Particle Size
Captured by Secondary (Micelx) Filter >0.012 in (300 micron)

Secondary Filter Hydrocarbon
Removal Storage Capacity 15 lbs  (2.04 gal)

Secondary Filter Media Volume 1.60 cu ft –

Dimensions *

Nom. Diameter  A  B

24” 21.38” 30.00”

* Additional sizes to be developed as dictated
by demand.

B

A

Unmatched Pollutant Removal



Storm sewers are normally among
the first systems to be installed on
new construction job sites. Using
BMPs to control construction site
runoff is of vital importance in pre-
serving water quality. ADS and its
strategic partners, SI® Geosolutions
and Naue GmbH, offer a number of
products and techniques to keep soil
sediment and construction waste out
of storm sewer systems.

Seeding and Planting
Revegetating disturbed site areas is
assisted by LANDLOK® degradable
erosion control blankets which protect
the seedbed from raindrop impact
and accelerate growth of vegetation.

Subsurface Drain
Lowering the water table promotes
surface absorption of rain water.
GEOTEX® nonwoven geotextiles help
prevent fine soils from entering and
clogging the perforated drainage
pipe.

Silt Fence
GEOTEX woven fabrics supported by
posts are a temporary but effective
method to remove sediment from
overland sheet flow.

Stone Filter Berm
Supported by GEOTEX woven
monofilament geotextiles, this tempo-
rary ridge of gravel or stone slows
and filters storm water flow, diverting
it from exposed traffic areas.

Construction Road
Stabilization
A layer of crushed stone or gravel
covers a GEOTEX geotextile which
protects the underlying soil from ero-
sion. For heavier applications requir-
ing geogrids, Naue Secugrid® biaxial-
ly oriented polypropylene geogrids
are recommended.

Stream Bank Stabilization
Stream banks reinforced with GEO-
TEX woven fabrics can resist eroding
flows twice as strong as before.

Sediment Trap
Small excavated ponds capture sedi-
ment and typically use a spillway of
turf reinforcement mats to slow and
filter the release of runoff.

Storm Drain Inlet Protection
A filtering structure using GEOTEX
geotextiles and a durable support
frame is placed around inlets to trap
sediment.

Sediment Basin
Slopes of a settling pond are
covered with LANDLOK degradable
erosion control blankets that detain
storm water, allowing sediment to
settle.

Other sediment control BMPs include
check dams, dust control, grass
buffer strips, sod stabilization, soil
retention techniques, infiltration
trenches, earth dikes, drainage
swales, interceptor dikes, gradient
terraces, porous pavements, biore-
tention, and sand filters.

Sediment Control

Seeding and Planting

Subsurface Drainage

Construction Road Stabilization

Storm Drain Inlet Protection
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Geogrids for Base Reinforcement



The Catch It filter screen is a remov-
able, cleanable stainless steel mesh
strainer basket. It inserts into 12”
through 30” Nyloplast catch basins to
prevent floating debris from entering
storm water drainage systems.

The mesh has
a 1/4” diame-
ter hole size
and a 58%
open area. A
Geotex filter
fabric insert is
available to
capture finer
particles such
as soil sedi-
ment generated on construction sites.
The screen is equipped with overflow
slots to prevent water backup and
surface ponding.

Inlet Protection

Nyloplast Internal Hood
This innovative modification is made
to 18”, 24” and 30” Nyloplast Drain
Basins. A stainless steel hood is
attached above the storm flow outlet,
and is designed to trap hydrocar-
bons, floating debris, sand and silt.

The internal hood can also be used
as a flow control device. The remov-
able grate and 6” clean-out plug
allow for easy cleaning and mainte-
nance.
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Nyloplast Catch It™



Other Storm Water BMPs
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Water-tight joint integrity prevents the
infiltration of sediment particles and soil
pollutants, and the exfiltration of any con-
taminants in the storm water.

The ADS WaterStop™ gasket (right) is a
field-installed water-tight seal between
ADS N-12 pipe and manholes and other
concrete structures. When grouted, it
becomes a monolithic part of the man-
hole.

ADS N-12® WT pipe features integral
bells with an F477 gasket that provide a
push-together water-tight connection.

ADS also provides similar water-tight
connections to Nyloplast catch basins,
inline drains, and other surface drainage
products.

Water-Tight Joints Water-Tight Manhole Connection

Most storm sewer outlet pipes discharge
directly into streams or open ditches. This
type of outlet can lead to scouring or ero-
sion of the stream bed or ditch. Level
spreaders are used to dissipate the out-
flow over a wide area of land, allowing
the treatment of pollutants by filtration
through natural vegetation.

ADS offers two alternatives for level
spreaders: Duraslot® linear surface
drains, which have an open metal grate
from the top of the pipe to surface grade,
or ADS perforated pipe. Both allow storm
water to exfiltrate out of the pipe and up
to the ground surface, discharging the
water more slowly into the receiving
stream.

Level Spreaders
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The invert of ADS Hoods and
flow control devices is located
lower than the invert of the outlet
of the structure. Because of this
invert difference, outgoing storm

water is forced to go under the
extended leg and then up to the
outlet to be discharged. This
helps facilitate floatable trash
removal, as well as floatable oils,

sediments and greases, which
are held up within the structure
due to the elevation difference.

Flow Control Devices/Hoods

Grease Traps for Sanitary Sewers

The ADS grease trap installs in
sanitary sewer lines to capture
and remove greases and heavy
oils discharged by food service
and other commercial establish-
ments. It operates on the same
principle as a water quality unit,
but is smaller and treats 100 per-
cent of the flow (no bypass). It is
a durable, water-tight system
structurally designed to withstand
HS-20 live loads. The grease trap
features easy clean-out access,
and can be customized to accom-
modate various flow conditions.
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ADS Sales and Service Locations

For the latest in storm water management products and system
design, call your ADS representative at 1-800-821-6710.
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Every drainage site has its own
set of variables which affect the
selection of storm water BMPs.
ADS engineers have developed
a wealth of technical information
on system sizing and proper
installation, much of which is
contained in the Technical
Service section of our Website,
www.ads-pipe.com. Or you can
talk to one of our water quality
specialists to discuss your par-
ticular application parameters.
Just call 1-800-821-6710.

Technical assistance available

Zone Offices

Midwest/Northeast
London, OH
1-800-733-9554

Southern
Franklin, TN
1-800-733-9987

Western
Washougal, WA
1-800-733-8523

Manufacturing
Facility Locations


